
Preparing for your shoot and FAQs

In order for your shoot to go as smoothly as possible it is important for communication between
Jayne Wright and her clients to be as clear as possible.  Should you have any special requests,

Jayne will do her utmost to help, but please do ask in plenty of time so these can be undertaken.

Jayne carries out most of her work in and around the Eddleston and Peebles area, but will travel if
required.  There is a charge for anything above 15 miles of Peebles at the current rate for mileage

set by HMRC.

Jayne has a very special and dedicated studio space in her back garden.  It is perfect for newborns,
babies, small children and families of up to three children.  However, as the studio is a small space

there has to be a limit on the number of adults attending the shoot, unless previously arranged
with Jayne.  There is a maximum of two adults that can attend shoots with young children.

As much as Jayne loves children, unless a child is to be photographed, please don't bring them
along unless special permission has been obtained.  There are very hot lights, wires and other

items that are not safe for unattended children.  Another child can also act as a distraction for the
person to be photographed.

Please remember that the studio is a working environment and children must be supervised at all
times.  Jayne Wright cannot accept responsibility for accidents that have been a direct result of

negligence.

Terms and Conditions are set out for all shoots, a copy of which can be downloaded from the
Vanilla Moon website.  It contains a lot of helpful information and should answer many questions.

Should you need a copy emailing, please ask.

What shall I bring to the shoot?

Jayne encourages clients to bring their own items to their shoots as it makes the shoot more
personal – and can also help settle small children if they are unsure about being in a new place.

Items can be small, soft toys, blankets, cushions.  Also hairbands, hats or accessories are also
encouraged.  However, if you don't have any of these things, don't worry! Jayne has plenty!



What shall I wear?

This depends on what kind of shoot you would like.  If you like predominantly black and white
studio photos, please wear something plain (strappy tops for ladies look good).  Blacks, whites,

greys all work well as do plain colours.  Try not to wear anything too busy or something with logos.
If you are wanting outdoor shoots/colour studio shots then bright is the answer – go for block
colours, try and avoid plain white and black, which can disappear into the background.  Again,

nothing too busy or containing logos.  The main thing is wear something comfortable.  And
remember outdoor shoots can involve some walking or standing around, so comfy shoes are a

must!  You can always bring two pairs if you don't want comfy trainers in your shots.  

If you are having a group or family shoot, try and co-ordinate colours.

If it is cold and you are having an outdoor shoot, please bring warm jackets for in between shots.

How many outfits can I bring?

Jayne would recommend 2-3 depending on the length of shoot chosen.  It is good to have a variety
that Jayne can help choose from as she may have specific ideas on what will work with certain

backdrops.

What is the difference between an Online and a Printable file?

As the name suggests, an online file is suitable for that purpose only.  Not everyone requires a file
to print from.  Some clients like to store images on their phone or on their Facebook/social media

accounts.  The Online file is for this purpose.  It is low resolution and optimised for online use –
meaning it will look its best on this platform only.  It also carries a watermark, to show that the
Copyright of the image remains with Vanilla Moon Photography.  These files are not for printing

under any circumstance.  Due to their low quality and specific optimisation, they would look
inferior in print format.  Furthermore permission is not given by Jayne Wright for these images to

be printed, so this would be a violation of Copyright.  When these images are used on social
media, the watermark must remain visible.

A printable file has had much more post processing and care taken over it, meaning that it can be
printed in large format.  It is optimised for printing and is of superior quality over the online
version.  Copyright is still with Vanilla Moon Photography, although printing rights are given.
Meaning you can print as many times as you like, where ever you like (although Jayne does

recommend two labs).  These images do not carry a watermark and as such are not to be used on
social media – a complimentary online file is also given to the client for this purpose with the

purchase of any printable file.

Where can I get my images printed?

Jayne Wright recommends DS Colour Labs (dscolourlabs.co.uk) or Loxley Colour
(www.loxleycolour.com) using their professional options.  Both labs offer books, prints, and other

art formats such as metallics.  Please try not to print files from booths, such as those found in
Boots or cheap online labs.  Jayne Wright hold no responsibility for poor quality prints obtained

elsewhere.  

http://www.loxleycolour.com/


I want a canvas – where can I get one printed?

Both DS Colour and Loxley offer canvases.  Jayne also recommends the Big Art Company –
printitoncanvas.co.uk for an exceptional quality canvas that will last for years to come.

Can I do my own post-processing in Photoshop?

No.  Once an image leaves Jayne Wright it has been colour balanced and optimised to specific
requirements.  Jayne Wright has over twenty years experience working in Photoshop, meaning the

files are produced to an exceptional standard and to the very best of her ability.  Furthermore, a
finished file is a piece of artwork.  Time and dedication has been taken over it to look a certain way

and as such, any further enhancing would spoil the finished item.

Does this mean I can't crop an image?

To some extent, yes.  Although it is noted that not all print sizes exactly match the shape of a file
(this is due to the ratio).  There will be some cropping in this instance, though it will be minimal.

However, it is requested that landscape images are not cropped to portraits and vice versa.  Here a
small area of an image would be blown up as it was not intended and can lead to pixelation and an

inferior print. Moreover, Jayne takes time and effort composing images a certain way, to crop off
integral parts of an image would be to spoil the finished product.  

If you have any further questions, do get in touch.  Jayne will be happy to help!
info@vanillamoonphotography.com


